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Abstract
Rapid modernization has brought about massive changes in the urban and rural landscapes of China. 
While many old places and ancient buildings have been pulled down and replaced with more modern 
alternatives, others have been protected and restored. These include ancient ancestral temples, an 
important cultural space in China. Previous research has shown how different level governments 
and rural communities work together to restore ancient temples, but didn’t bring to light artistic 
and non-government financed and patronized cases of restoration projects. This article adopts 
a bottom-up perspective to examine a case in Guangzhou how an individual artist transforms an 
ancient ancestral temple into a new cultural space. Through an ethnographic-style exploration of the 
practice of restoration, we unfold the interconnections between an individual’s social memory of the 
past, their love of place, and their enthusiasm for restoration work. Differing from the government’s 
‘standardized’ and functionalist restoration of ancestral temples, this case study shows an individual’s 
emotional and material devotion to transforming a neglected ancestral temple into an eclectic cultural 
space where the art works are a result of freedom of creative expression.
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Introduction
Acts of cultural restoration have been the subject of recent attention among geographers.1 Growing 
recognition of cultural restoration practices have been intercut with other disciplinary concerns, 
such as those related to materiality, emotion and work. As DeLyser and Greenstein2 define it, res-
toration is a culturally and geographically situated skilled practice that links material agency to 
labor of love and devotion. In Western contexts, the history of restoration can be traced back to the 
classical Greek practice of restoring ancient buildings, temples, and sculptures.3 In China, there is 
also a long tradition of repairing old things, rooted in values of thrift and the preservation of the 
built environment and material culture. However, the sentiment underpinning the preservation of 
material culture has changed dramatically over the last decades of the 20th century, in response to 
China’s rapid political transformation, economic reform and socio-cultural modernization.
In less than 70 years, China has witnessed very different courses of political ideology and socio-
economic development. Both the political transformations on which the socialist republic was 
founded in 1949, and the economic reforms gradually opening up since 1978 have accelerated the 
process of China’s modernization. Processes of construction and reconstruction have been closely 
associated with an era of modernization, many old buildings having been rebuilt to serve a new 
purpose, or demolished to make space for newer developments. Amidst these shifts and transfor-
mations, the conversion of once sacred spaces such as the ancestral temple, a symbol of the chang-
ing political, cultural and social landscape of China, is worthy of closer attention and analysis.4
Taking one of the ancient ancestral temples as the case, the article first summarizes the changing 
role of the ancestral temple in the context of the modernization of China. The second explores how 
an artist and former architect – Fengwen Li – independently restored an ancestral temple in 
Guangzhou. Given that the majority of ancestor temples are either repaired by a local government 
(and financed by a public foundation) or by the village committee (and financed by donations from 
its village members), the self-funded partial restoration and reinvention of a temple by an indi-
vidual is both unique and instructive. It demonstrates how history, culture and social memory is 
deeply embedded within one person, and interact to materialize recent layerings of Chinese history 
within the built fabric of the ancestral temple. It also showcases one person’s engagement with the 
multiple – and sometimes conflicting – histories of an ancestral temple, and how, by restoring and 
reinterpreting them, she is able to give the space new meaning, purpose and resonance. The third 
section demonstrates how these practices of restoration and reinterpretation are not just technical 
processes of reconstruction, but are also acts of emotional investment that can cause one’s memory 
of the past to manifest and link to one’s creative expression on her quest and mission of passing the 
spirit of the place to the future generations.
The changing role of ancient ancestral temples in modernizing 
China
Ancestral temples – also referred to as ‘lineage temples’ – are dedicated to the veneration and wor-
ship of deceased ancestors in China. They are places of practice that are closely linked to both 
Chinese traditional religion, and to Confucian culture and values (such as filial piety). Originating 
from the aristocracy of the Zhou dynasty (1046–256BC) and flourishing in the Ming and Qing 
dynasty’s (1368–1912 AD),5 the ancestral temple and its cultural associations are integral to the 
memorialization of traditional China. However, the discourse of lineage culture was greatly under-
mined since the founding of people’s republic of China in 1949. Mao Zedong identified lineage as 
‘one of four types of political authority oppressing peasants in traditional China’.6 In light of this, 
the cultural places and practices of lineage – including ancestral temples, ritual performance and 
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family trees – were considered ‘feudal’ remnants and ‘superstition’7 and were therefore either for-
bidden or destroyed.
Alongside the shift in political discourse, the role and function of the ancestral temple in society 
also changed. Once sacred places where people would worship their ancestors and maintain clan-
based activities8 were subsequently converted into gathering places where daily agricultural pro-
duction work would be managed, and where both production teams and political brigades would 
assemble. Ancestral temples were also converted into places where people sang and danced to ‘red 
songs’9 during their spare time. The radical political reform during Mao’s era thus converted the 
ancestral temple from a sacred place for clan people to a public gathering place for everyday pro-
duction activities and political activation.
After the economic reforms of 1978, the spatial use and meaning of ancestral temples changed 
again. The political use of the temples was gradually replaced with more pragmatic, economically 
motivated uses. With the emergence of a free-market economy, many ancestral temples were con-
verted into small village factories. During this time, many temples fell into a state of disrepair, and 
their interior and exterior facades were compromised. Many entered a period of structural and 
aesthetic deterioration. In the past 10–20 years, as a result of an improvement in the living stand-
ards of rural people, and a commitment by the central government to protect traditional Chinese 
culture, local governments and village committees have made various attempts to rebuild lineage 
culture and restore ancestral temples. In Guangdong Province alone, for example, there are over 
10,000 ancestral temples, and the provincial government is committed to the restoration of 1500 
ancestral temples by 2020.10
Restoration of an ancestral temple in Guangzhou
Built in the Yuan dynasty (1271–1368 AD), Liang ancestral temple is an ancient temple located in 
Beiting village within Guangzhou University Town in Guangdong Province. Guangzhou University 
Town is located within Guangzhou – a modern and cosmopolitan city in southern China. Built 
since the year 2000, the University Town is located on an island in the middle of the Pearl River, 
and includes the campuses of 10 universities. While the island used to contain rural villages, only 
four remain, one of which is Beiting village. The history of Beiting village dates back around 1000 
years, and is home to many ancestral temples.
When Fengwen found Liang ancestral temple 12 years ago, it was in a state of disrepair. She 
explained how, ‘the two-sided buildings are both collapsed. On the floor, there was pig skin and 
cow skin because village people used it as animal breeding places and the sanitation of the temple 
was not maintained’. Both local government and the village committee were not willing to restore 
it, because they thought that it was not feasible to invest the time, money and resources needed for 
repairs. At the time, Fengwen was looking for a warehouse for her architectural materials, and 
chose the temple because the rent was affordable.
Her interest in the temple was aroused by the images of Chairman Mao that had been painted 
onto the walls. At first sight, Fengwen was shocked and attracted by the images; they were painted 
in the 1960s and 1970s, during the Cultural Revolution, and clearly portray images of Mao during 
the different stages of his life (see Figures 1, below). The vividness of the paintings aroused 
Fengwen’s memory of the past and her own childhood. She described how she does not care 
whether Charman Mao and the Cultural Revolution are seen in either a positive or negative light; 
in her mind, he was a great leader. During her childhood, Fengwen was in the first batch of the 
Little Red Guard, and was a meritorious student. Her memory of the time is one of great enthusi-
asm towards both the Communist Party and China. Not only that, but the gray bricks from which 
the temple is constructed reminded Fengwen of the courtyard where she used to live with her 
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parents and grandparents in northern China during her youth. All of these fond memories stirred 
feelings of nostalgia for the past, and inspired her to commit to her later restoration and transforma-
tion of the temple.
Fengwen considered the relatively complete images of Chairman Mao to be the most valu-
able part the temple, and, in recognition of their latent cultural value, she felt that she had a 
duty to preserve them for the benefit of future generations. However, when she called the 
Guangzhou cultural heritage bureau for support in restoring the temple, she was told that there 
were several ancestral temples in Beiting village, and that, for financial reasons, the govern-
ment was not planning to restore all of them. Before becoming an artist, Fengwen was an 
architect, and had made enough money from China’s real estate market to independently sup-
port her restoration work.
Before she started, she found the elder of Liang clan, Naiheng Liang, in the village and asked for 
his support to restore the temple. This was necessary, because according to Chinese tradition, ances-
tral temples should be maintained by the clan of the same surname. Fengwen is neither a village 
native, nor is she from the Liang clan. For a non-clan member like her, it would have been forbidden 
for her to enter the temple in the past, let alone to restore it. Luckily, however, she obtained the sup-
port from the clan leader, who admired her sincerity and strong commitment to preserving the clan’s 
heritage. Naiheng Liang, the clan leader who is now 90 years old, said that there were several people 
who wanted to rent the temple for other uses before, but he felt that Fengwen was the only one who 
showed respect for the place, and would therefore restore it in a sensitive way.
The Liang clan leader was right in his assessment of Fengwen’s commitment to the restoration 
of the temple. Throughout the restoration, Fengwen used her specialist architectural knowledge of 
old buildings to ensure the restoration was structurally robust, and also researched the history of 
the temple so that she could reveal its original features. She hired a construction team from another 
province that had expertise in historic building preservation. In order to make the temple more 
closely resemble its original form, Fengwen collected thousands old gray bricks and flagstones 
from Beiting village and other neighboring villages, and also some carved wooded windows to 
improve the credibility of her restoration. In addition, she renovated the floor in the yard, and 
rebuilt the two side halls of the temple (Figure 2 & Figure 3).
Figures 1. Images of Chairman Mao on the wall of Liang ancient temple.11
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Besides the restoration of the building structure itself, Fengwen also tried hard to reveal the cal-
ligraphy carved in the stones and decoration on the roof and tiles. While the clan’s name – Liang – 
was carved at the front entrance of the temple, it was not visible after being covered by layers of 
cement. Nonetheless, Fengwen asked the construction workers to carefully remove the cement and 
thus reveal the name. She also repainted the stone-carved animals and plants on the roof of the temple 
in order to make them look like new. While restoring such carvings according to tradition is demand-
ing work, Fengwen believed that doing so was necessary to retain the temple’s original appearance. 
For the images of Mao on the wall, she did not change or repaint them, but covered them with long 
red velvet curtains. The curtains serve a dual function: to keep the prints dry from the humid weather 
of Guangzhou, but also to show Fengwen’s reverence and deep respect towards Chairman Mao.
Figure 2. Right side hall of the Liang ancestral temple.
Figure 3. Restoration of stone painting and carvings.
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Creating new cultural spaces and meanings for modern uses
Fengwen treated every aspect of the restoration with care. ‘Object love’ is a profound and agentic 
process that shapes people, places and things.12 Through restoration, Fengwen demonstrated her 
emotional attachment to her memory of the past, and her understanding of – and appreciation for 
– the historical aesthetics of place. As DeLyser and Greenstein13 observe, some professionals 
endeavor to earn a living from restoration, while enthusiasts restore objects for pleasure. As such, 
enthusiasts often invest their own time and money into the restoration as a means of demonstrating 
their love for the object being restored, and/or for the process of restoration itself. For Fengwen, 
this enthusiasm is the spirit of craftsmanship that she observed from her parents’ generation. She 
told us that her mother used to be a very good tailor when she was younger, and that she was 
brought up in an environment where people made things using their hands instead of machines. In 
turn, she recognizes that she has been deeply influenced by the emotional labor that is often 
invested in the practices of craftmanship. Thus, Fengwen’s restoration of the Liang ancestral tem-
ple turned to be more than a functionally oriented plan with specific goals and timetables, but 
rather a spiritual and aesthetic journey of passion and inspiration to breathe life into a place long 
forgotten and emotionally neglected.
Restoration not only reflects Fengwen’s connection to the past, but also enabled her to estab-
lish a presence as an artist, and to provide a blueprint for future restoration projects. During the 
restoration period, she added some new functions to the temple. She built a modern terrace gar-
den to be used for leisure activities at the top of the main hall. The garden is not big, but it is 
thoughtfully designed and executed. She incorporated several micro landscapes to symbolize her 
understanding of the symbiotic inter-relationships between objects, nature and culture. For 
example, she constructed a small waterfall at the corner of the garden against a backdrop of 
abalone14 shells. When the sun shines, the shells refract light around the garden. Fengwen prefers 
to use all natural materials to create her art, in doing so she seeks to reflect the Chinese cultural 
tradition of the union of nature and culture. She also used abalone shells to build a ‘mountain’ at 
the right side of the temple, the reason being that the neighbor on the left side of temple built a 
4-story-high new house, and the mountain was needed to create a degree of balance according to 
the principles of fengshui.15 Fengwen creates this small mountain to make it a modern landscape 
with traditional meaning.
A turning point came in 2014, when Fengwen decided to inhabit the temple. She began the 
process of converting the temple from a static cultural space, to a more flexible-use, and liveable 
cultural space. Within the temple, she designed a study room, a meeting room, a reception/tea 
room, and an exhibition hall for her art work. The two ancestral halls on either side of the building 
became art galleries, where Fengwen could display her own artwork. The temple has thus been 
converted from a place of ancestral worship and reverence, to one of more modern cultural pro-
duction and display.16 The juxtaposition of an old building and new furniture, of ancient carvings 
and new artworks, of authentic political prints and modern micro-landscapes provide a constant 
reminder of what the temple once was, and what it has become. In doing so, the reconciliation of 
past, present and future within a project of partial restoration and reinvention has enabled Fengwen 
to materialize her memories, and to bring new life to an otherwise abandoned cultural space 
(Figures 4 and 5).
Conclusion
Buildings adopt new meanings with the passing of time. Such meanings do not negate what came 
before, but augment them, creating layers of understanding, interpretation and usage that are 
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unique to the time and space in which they are imparted. Through Fengwen, an artist’s practice of 
restoration of an ancestral temple, we see how she interprets and blends different historical periods 
through which the temple was imprinted with different meanings and uses. With strong commit-
ment and spirit of devotion, she restored the exterior of the temple according to its history and 
canonic traditions, carefully kept all the prints of Mao’s figure during the Cultural Revolution, and 
subsequently introduced new cultural and more pragmatic functions to reimagine how the temple 
could be used in the contemporary world.
This case study provides an example of a bottom-up, artist-initiated restoration project. While 
such projects are becoming more commonplace in China, each one is unique in how it reinterprets 
the past in the creation of something new. The individual-financed artistic restoration links their 
Figure 4. Fengwen’s art work and art gallery.
Figures 5. Modern terrace garden.
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understanding and social memory of different pasts, creative expression of the present, and expec-
tation for the future. The combination of ‘old’ and ‘new’ makes the place authentic through an 
unusual blend of restoration and art creation, which in turn can lead to a unique cultural experience 
for visitors, and a deeper and more nuanced understanding of place. The creative and sustainable 
use of such old cultural place in modernizing China is worthy further and closer attention by aca-
demics and planners, and policymakers alike.
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